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DIVERSITY AND AC 
T he last issue of our Letters talked about the proper 

and improper place of diversity in liberal educa
tion. Parts of the clamor for increased diversity or 

"multiculturalism" had us concerned. We focused our 
worries especially on the political use of curricular diversity 
as a way not of expanding our understanding of the variety 
of intellectual traditions and insights but as a handy tool for 
disarming the traditional liberal arts, rejecting the idea of 
Great Books, and belittling the study of Western civilization. 
We were concerned about a multiculturalism that reduced 
all works to, at best, representations of a person's sex, race 
and class. And we were concerned that, under the banner of 
diversity, a political agenda was now masquerading as 
educational reform . 

If the last issue of Letters could be 

~-' "$ " 

"' ~ DITATION 
What is especially striking in the events of the past year is 

the way in which the notion of diversity can be used as a 
weapon to refashion the character and makeup of colleges to 
satisfy a clearly political agenda. 

Why there should be magic in the word "diversity" is not 
immediately obvious. Indeed, curricular "coherence" or 
"integrity" would seem to have equal claim to our respect. 
This would seem especially true when we realize that much 
of what passes for curricular diversity today seems more 
fashionable and newly orthodox than truly diverse: the 
loudest proponents of diversity hardly ever seem to make 
the case for stricter attention to foreign languages or for 
expanded reading of the best that has been thought and 
written in other traditions . Nor do they seem to clamor for 

an expanded place for ideas radically 
accused of be ing overly abstract 
about this matter, this one cannot. 
This issue is about one thing and one 
thing alone: accreditation. 

What makes this seemingly sopor
ific topic interesting is that it is a 
fairly pointed example of " diversity 

In this issue we leave the world of diversity 
as a curricular debate and show what has 
been attempted in its name in the life of 
higher education. 

at odds with the reigning orthodoxy 
of the bulk of the professorate. 
(Where, for instance, have we seen 
proponents of diversity saying that 
colleges should hire more veterans or 

in action.'' It takes what was previously rather theoretical 
and concretizes it. In this issue we leave the world of 
diversity as a curricular debate and show what has been 
attempted in its name in the life of higher education. 

What is obvious is the degree to which the word 
"diversity" has , in the last few years , taken on an aura, a 
sanctity, that makes otherwise thinking educators fear to 
question it. Of all the "politically correct" formulations rife 
in higher education today , "diversity" and "multicultural
ism" have , simply by the incantation of the words , the 
power to bulldoze faculties and administrators into immedi-
ate and quiet acquiescence . 
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Republicans, or recruit as students 
more Mormons, or Fundamentalists 

or practicing Catholics?) 
Rather, diversity-which, on a certain level , is absolutely 

defensible as a curricular principle-has become code for a 
kind of thorough-going affirmative action program in 
higher education, an affirmative action program based not 
on an expanded attention to intellectual pluralism but an 
expanded attention to issues of race and sex. And that, in 
brief, explains why college and university administrators 
have so hard a time resisting its onslaughts . That is 
why-because of their supposed sins of sexism and 
racism-the traditional liberal arts, the Great Books, and 
Western civilization are all targets for the proponents of 

Continued on page 2. 
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' .. 'RELEV ANCW '• M:IJST ENDURi;. I~l\1UI:, TI_C{,JLTYf4.LisM 
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One central notion · thaf keeps' striking· me is the 4se of the word 
"relevance." Jt':seemsto n:ie that relevance, when it comest() the serious 
business of educationin any guise1 must have durabiliiy, Thpse•who 
advocate "diversity,'' 'fmulti7cuhur!!Iis£Il,'' •''gencier stu?ies/' and .. ''po
liticaj c.or,rectnes.s" ~re indeed col'rect in sugg¢sting a certain degree of 
relevance-'narro"Y, re~tricted and stultifying. To tap into the .. greatest 
minds an~hspirits goes bey.ond narrow. concerns · anci J:as ~he greatest 
relevance'm terms pf a truly hberaledµcatton., .. i . 

PeterA. Benoliel 
9hairma11 of the Baafd.' ....... , ; ' · ' ' 
Qµaker · Chemical· Cdrporation 

WESTERN CIVILlZAT.IONCURRICULUM PROVIDES ··. 
DI~~OMF()!t'!' ... ()F Qp~~'I'IO.NS ••. 
E~h .of us h.a~. d\fferept memo,ri~s ofC()liunl)ia College, butfor allbf us 

a d?minant rec;o~ecti()n · of tJ:ie .•. (;olle~e ., is j ts ' We,stFrll Pi;vilizatiOn 
c;urnculum-rno~t n9tably, the tw9~ye'l! sequFnce of cou.rses )n qontem-

f~;~};"o~i;}1~:iec14~~~~f~r~~d~:gi~~~~e~~~o~~s0~~\f~~~.~tafu~l::· · ~e~: 
11ewcoII1ers or:fI1<J.rgip~ized here, th.is extra9rdi11ary cornm9n. curdctiltim" 
represe11ted ,a gre.at ()pe11ing~ tR t~e "YC>El~. ,lt .. becaII1e}~e fi~!Il .~f.se for,.all 
our 0th.er ac'tder:mc .. andprofess.1onal trafI1ipg.: .. ··•·· ··. ···•·•··· · . ... , yoluIIlbia.Colleg-7 call Jake prid7. ill hctying demar:ided the most of alFof 
t)S, .· r7gardJess of ll.<J.~~g~Ot)f\Cf.c ff call b7 pr()t)d of having made all ' of US· 
qt)\te · u11comfoi:t~Ol~-;:..:.~.ncomfohable a{we :ncountered new and unfarriil, 
iar }de~s 'and as'.: \V~ pq.rsued toge~~r .. <tr:l .. understanding of t~e · Vi estern 
heritage: . .. . . . : \ .. · . . . . <. '? ) ••· f ' • • • ••• ; · •• 

C.olum~ia (;oJ1eg-e di,d Il()r define its academic program on the basis . of 
i;thni~ity or th~. ~~c.e ?f 'tJlY of gs. It invited u.s all', regardless ofour orig~ns 
'tlld. ~ith .foH respect .for otir origins, to joinin ·the common. study, of our;· 
heritage, ar:id.·to do so with an <ippreci~tion ' thar criticjsqi 'tlld reform .of 
our. insti.ttitions i~ an jntegral part•ofthe tr<idition we describe as ''Western 
qiviliiation. '' '' < · .•··" ~ ·' .. ·. ..:. < " < .- •···· ,. 

• .. :' For Colu'rnbia . Cdllege. graduates, ··· the · current d.ebate . on American. 
climpuses on the merits and die place •pf:Western« CiviH:Z<ition in the 

. ~b:::s~a1~u;;te· cll~fi~lllu~ r~st see~ . r:n:111~ amusin~, .an.1) even · ~ bit 

.!'lo Columbia qoHege alumnus would suggest, on the ba~js o( hispwn 
education, that a Western Civilization curriculmn 1is .. an .unchangeable 
'canon' or anything of the<soh. No Columbia College gradm1te would 
suggest that a "'core currieulum'•' excludFs the. study of other .. cultures or:. 
the.• contributions· of all :our ..• peoplerorTleast .oLall, th<).t...it ,forecloses the 
study ofour sins and imperfections. • t .··· ' • • . . , } , , ·~ 
'·.The current: attackS .on the. study of Western . Civilization/. in'. cgl!eges 

arpund .. the • country and .... even .- in .. our .• .. high •schpols .. is · e.~R,ecially; ... 
incomp~ehensible to those of us frov.i minority groups,wlJ.p wer~ fortµna~e . 
enough to be educated at Columbia. College• We bii.ve n() 41f~culty ,Jn 
understanding ··the .-observations·. of . the .pistinguis,hed histpri<J.n ; J)onald 
Kagah,•,!:he Dean•ofYale College; that .. •.· . ; ., , · ,. \ ,. . .. · 

"at the core .of Western Civilization is .a tolei;anc;i; <ind 
respect for ,.diversity unknown if1. .1µi0st. cµItures : . Qµe pf it§. 
most telling char<J.cteristics is ils, eq.c()Ufagement;o( Cfit~cism 
ofitse_lf and • its ways. Oiily• i11 tpe West cah ()ne imagine .. a 
movement to n~gfoct the q.dtµre 's . O\\'n peritage .in favpr o.f 
some pther . . The ,universityjtself, a .. speciajly sheJte~7d . pllict; • 
for.such self~examination., is a .We.s~7rn phenpfI1epop, · orily 

.• .. • ... .partially as~imil.(lted in other 1:ul.t1.1r~s . '' ., .. ·. . \ .•. , ··•• .. • ..... ... ·•. . .·.. . 
. In ~is great tradition.i Colµinbja's 1:u~ri.cutum taughtiP~ slt7~tisi~m 'and 

.the > co~plexity of , tP,~ngs, . thereby c~al!e11ging . m~llY .. <:Jf. ()0,..f .•. 'se~tl~d·' 
·assurnptfons. G()lµpi9i<i poJlege pro~19i;d 1 us with the .. 11s~()J'hfort of 
questions,.rather. tJ:l11ntP,e comfort of an.s~ers. Tl,ie College helped each of 
us .build, in .our 9wn·· \\'aYt· from ation , . res.ts on a lib!'!r31l"' 
traditio11 tho4~nps:9fye ql.d" {,,, ,. •; ,· :> ···· ~ +·· 

.lostA.Cabiaryes • " > " ... \' .·· •. ·······•<) .. ~,. 1J,S. DistrictJlldge fortJle · istrictof nectic~t ~,· 
· Excerpted from remarksat:.th:ejohnJ ay ~:ward~ Dinner,,, 
Columbia Gollege, Ne:w ,.)':ork, March 21, 199 •. 1. '"'" 
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Diversity and Accreditation 
Continued from page 1. 

diversity and multiculturalism. 
Now, back to accreditation. Last year, 

Baruch College of the City University of New 
York had its accreditation "deferred" by the 
Commission on Higher Education of the 
Middle States Association of Colleges and 
Schools (a Department of Education recog
nized regional accrediting agency) for reasons 
of insufficient diversity. These standards of 
diversity governing Middle States are re
printed, in part, in the pages that follow. 
Also reprinted is an article that appeared last 
May in Black Issues in Higher Education that 
clearly announced how the Middle States 
would apply the diversity standard, and an 
article by the executive director of the 
Western States Association of Schools and 
Colleges decreeing that all colleges and uni
versities within its jurisdiction must now have 
affirmative action policies in place and have 
as a specific educational outcome an ' ' appre
ciation of cultural diversity." So far , these 
are the only two regional accreditors that 
seem to require collegiate adherence to a 
diversity standard. 

Interestingly enough, in April of this year, 
Lamar Alexander, the new Secretary of 
Education, deferred recertification of Middle 
States pending an inquiry into Middle States' 
use of diversity as a criterion of accreditation . 
The Secretary's memo and portions of his 
decision regarding this matter are reprinted 
within.• 
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MORE INSTITUTIONS MAY BE HELD 
ACCOUNTABLE FOR DIVERSITY THROUGH 
NEW ACCREDITING EMPHASIS 
This article, exa:rpt£d from the May 10, 1990 
Black Issues in Higher Education, was one of 
the first w indicat.e that, at least within the Middle 
States Association, colleges and universities would be 
held f,o a rigorous stondard of 'diversity ' that would 
apply t,o its curriculum, the rnak-up of its student 
body and jaculty, and the cho.racter of its administra-
tion and board. -JA. 

I n the wake of an informal investigation 
into New York's Baruch College
which has placed the school's accredita

tion renewal on hold-scholars are debating 
the extent to which an institution may be held 
accountable for its failure to attract and retain 
minority faculty and students. 

One of the buzzwords in higher education 
circles over the last few years has been 
"diversity." But when the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and Schools took the 
unprecedented action of deferring the accre
ditation of Baruch last month, because of its 
poor record on minority representation, ma
ny university leaders were forced to reeva
luate their commitment to a multicultural 
campus. 

M any education officials say it is only 
natural that institutions be expected to diver
sify their campuses, especially considering 
society's increased minority populations and 
academia's declining minority representa
tion. 

Dr. Howard L. Simmons, executive direc
tor of the Middle States accrediting group, 
declined comment on the status of Baruch 
and said that attention should be focused on 
the larger issue : the responsibility of all 
institutions to ensure minority status in
higher education. 

" When we're talking about equity and 
diversity, it applies to minority involvement 
in curriculum, faculty and the board of 
trustees," Simmons said . " An institution has 
the responsibility to provide services that 
cater to the diverse, special needs of its 
students. And it's not just a matter of 
bringing them in and making programs 
available-not just access, but success. " 

Simmons said it is only sensible that 
accrediting agencies begin to measure an 
institution' s record in determining its ability 
to provide quality education. "There is no 
better agency to deal with this. W e deal with 
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everything else," he said. " How can curricu
lum have integrity if you leave out references 
of large contributions from different 
groups?" 

He said that many educators hide behind 
"the spectre of academic freedom" in avoid
ing the diversity issue. ' 'They may have a 
r ight to teach, but they also have a responsi
bility to teach the truth," he said. 

Andrew V. Stevenson, second vice presi
dent of the board of the Association of the 
Collegiate Business Schools and Programs, 
said that the Middle States' decision exem
plifies an "appropriate" use of the accrediting 
process. 

" I think what Middle States did was a step 
in the right direction," Stevenson said. "It's 
the beginning of the kind of accountability 
that is going to be necessary for this nation to 
come to grips with the realization that unless 
it is willing to declare a national emergency, 
we are all going to suffer . The accrediting 
process can facilitate institutional focus on the 
issue of recruitment and retention of minorit
ies by assessing the standards by which the 
institution will be accredited." 

Stevenson , however , is not willing to 
endorse the concept of withholding accredita
tion, but rather of postponing it until satisfac
tory recruitment and retention progress has 
been made. "I'm not sure accreditation can 
be withheld on these grounds, but it certainly 
can be provided on a conditional basis until 
such time that satisfactory evidence can be 
provided," he said. 

Dr. David Reyes-Guerra, executive direc
tor of the Accrediting Board for Engineering 
and Technology, said, " I would support the 
nption of having racial recruitment and 
retention as criteria for accreditation . I would 
support moving the profession in that direc
tion. '' 

But officials at some accrediting agencies 
question the fairness of penalizing institutions 
for low minority representation. They argue 
that factors outside of an institution' s control 
often make it virtually impossible to hire 
minorities or to attract students of color. 

William Laidlaw, executive vice president 
for the American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business (AACSB) said that be
cause there are so few minority faculty 

Continued on page 4. 
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may have 
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teach but 
they also 

have a 
responsibility 

to teach 
the truth. ) ) 

-Howard L. Simmons 
Executive Director, 

Middle States 
Association 
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members to go around, enforcing such a 
mandate would prove difficult. "There are 
270 accredited schools of business," he said. 
"Ifwe made requiring minority faculty mem
bers a criterion, too many schools would 
never be accredited.'' 

Laidlaw said that in 1989, of the 696 
doctorates awarded in business only 2.2% 
were received by blacks; . 7 were given to 
Hispanics; and none was given to Native 
Americans . Moreover, he said, there were 
5,370 U.S . citizens enrolled in business 
doctoral programs, and only 2. 9 of those were 
black, 1 % Hispanic and .1 % Native Ameri
can. "You can see from those numbers that 
there are not that many,' ' he said. 

Much more can be accomplished by en
couraging universities to sponsor summer 
institutes and other initiatives that acquaint 
minority juniors and seniors with doctoral 
programs, such as the six-week program 
established by AACSB, Laidlaw said. "If you 
try to legislate, you don't always get the best 
and the brightest. That's the difference 
between the old affirmative action programs 
and the more sophisticated approach of 
valuing diversity, ' ' he said . 

Mark Dugan, assistant director of the 
accrediting commission of the Association of 
Independent Colleges and Schools, also took 
umbrage with Middle States' tactics. 

He said that the focus should be on 
"whether students are getting what they came 
to the university for and not on the color of 
the faculty and administrators. I don't think 
anyone cares what color they are if they are 
doing the job. If you have poor instructors, 
they're not going to help retention. The key 
is having qualified people.'' 

But Simmons argues that quality comes in 
all colors, and he also discounted claims that 
certain regions-particularly rural a reas-are 
not able to attract qualified minorities. "In 
most cases, that's an avoidance tactic," Sim
mons said. " It's ridiculous. That's like saying 
that all Black Americans like to be concen
trated in the same place . The bottom line is, 
they don't want to be in those places. " 

With Middle States' action stirring debate 
throughout the higher education community, 
observers nationwide are speculating about 
the long-term role that accrediting agencies 
will play in enhancing diversity. Bu t most 
agree that whatever the impact, Middle 
States is to be commended for raising the 
issue to a new level of discussion . • 
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Joel Segall 

WHEN ACADEMIC 
Joel Segall was president of Baruch College during 
its review for accreditation. He resigned that 
position last year, after Middle States Association 
deferred its accreditation. This piece is excerpted 
from an October 29, 1990 op-ed, reprinted with 
permission of the Wall Streetjournal © 1991 
Dow Jones & Company, Inc., All Rights 
Reserved. 

-].A. 

I t is hard to decide whether higher 
education has entered a new era of 
McCarthyism or a Kafkaesque trial 

process: McCarthyism because the label of 
racism is liberally and generously applied 
with as little recourse available to the victim 
institution as in the days when a label of 
communist was enough to smear the victim 
for long periods: a Kafkaesque trial process 
because the institutions are not made aware 
of explicit charges nor are they presented with 
evidence. 

What is more horrifying is that colleges 
across the country are quick to accommodate 
to the demands of those who would call them 
racist if the demands were not met. 

At issue here is the interjection of racial 
considerations into official assessments of the 
worth of a college. Traditionally, accrediting 
agencies were concerned primarily with " aca
demic quality, '' which involved such matters 
as library holdings, faculty output, and 
research and teaching programs. Some accre
diting agencies, particularly the tougher ones, 
have quite explicit requirements-including 
the percentage of student credit hours taught 
by full-time faculty, the percentage of faculty 
holding doctorates, and the substance of 
course offerings. 

But these are changing times. The Com
mission on Higher Education of the Middle 
States Association of Colleges and Schools, in 
pursuit of something its executive director 
calls "social justice," has introduced into the 
accreditation process criteria concerning ra
cial balance and harmony. Most other re
gional accrediting associations are following 
suit. 

On the basis of the new, nonspecific 
criteria, Middle States this M arch deferred its 
decision on reaccreditation of Baruch College 
of the City University of New York for 
almost three months. The major shortcom
ings Middle States found at Baruch were 
''the paucity of minority representation on 
the faculty and in the administration" and 
low student retention rates. But what consti
tutes "paucity?" 
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QUALITY IS BESIDE THE POINT 
Minority members constitute more than 

18% of Baruch's full-time faculty, which is 
higher than the average for senior colleges in 
City University, much higher than for all 
colleges in the U .S., and very much higher 
than for all colleges in New York state. Is 
''paucity'' gone if we can go to 20 % , 30 % ? 
Apparently, there exists a minimum quota in 
the mind of Middle States, and Baruch has 
not yet reached it . What Middle States wants 
is more. No matter that barely 3.5% of new 
doctorates in all disciplines go to blacks, a 
high proportion of whom will not choose 
academic life, or that an even smaller per
centage go to Hispanics. And no matter that 
just about every college in the country is 
searching for minority faculty. Now, we must 
have more or accreditation is in jeopardy . 

Similarly with retention rates . Baruch's 
retention rates may be, as Middle States says, 
''particularly among Black and Hispanics 
students . . . worse than at many comparable 
institutions, '' but logic alone requires that if 
the rates are worse than at "many compara
ble institutions" they must also be better than 
at "many comparable institutions." In fact, 
Baruch's six-year retention rates for regularly 
admitted black students are at about 40 % , 
which is the same as for City University and 
exceeds the national average for four-year 
public colleges. For Hispanic students, 
retention rates (at about 32 % ) are 
considerably lower. What is the right or the 
adequate retention rate? Middle States does 
not say and has refused to consider the 
statistical data. 

The new criteria have little to do with 
academic quality . The report of a follow-up 
visit by a special team representing Middle 
States came to the following conclusion: 

From the team's perspective, Baruch 
College has been, and remains, an 
excellent academic institution. We be
lieve that the problems surrounding the 
reaccreditation process can be attribut
ed primarily to two factors: 

1. Baruch College has emphasized tra
ditional academic values without exhib
iting equal concern for the values of 
social justice and equity critical to 
serving working people in a multicul
tural urban environment. 

2. Baruch College took the recommen
dations contained in the evaluation. 
team's report less seriously than it 
should have, given the serious nature of 
the criticisms. In fairness, communica
tions from Middle States' representa-
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tives during the reaccreditation process 
contributed to shaping the institution's 
initial reaction to the evaluation team's 
report. 

So there it is. In pursuit of academic 
excellence, we do just fine; in pursuit of social 
justice-whatever is meant by that undefined 
phrase-we do poorly. As a consequence, our 
reaccreditation was deferred and not restored 
until July . 

This is not a trivial matter. People do not 
always distinguish between deferral and deni
al, and the reputation of the college has been 
impaired . Because the matter was widely 
covered in the press, fund-raising efforts have 
been impeded, the value of the Baruch degree 
called into question, and residual anxiety 
exists among students, parents and prospec
tive applicants. 

Damage control required that we present a 
program to Middle States designed to secure 
reaccreditation. We have presented such a 
program and the college will carry it out. 
That program was treated by the press as a 
cave-in to Middle States, which it was, and a 
confession that Baruch had some racist tinge, 
which it does not. 

There remains, however, a fundamental 
problem raised by the change in Middle 
States' criteria. When colleges are called on 
to depart from normal academic standards to 
solve societal problems, they are being asked 
to do something they are not equipped to do, 
and are diverted from what I persist in 
believing is their main job, the pursuit of 
academic excellence. This tinkering with 
recognized academic standards to try to solve 
the problems of society at large can only 
damage the college and diminish the value of 
the degree. That, in turn, will harm the 
career prospects of precisely those people the 
college should benefit most. 

By now it must be clear that I find Middle 
States' criteria offensive, even disastrous. 
And yet they carry the banner of "social 
justice," which I understand to be, roughly, 
egalitarianism. And what that means, I 
suppose, is equal outcomes: minority stu
dents must be graduated at about the same 
rates as non-minorities and minority faculty 
must reflect the demographic profile of the 
student body or, perhaps, the city or some 
as-yet-unidentified base . What we are left 
with is something like a quota system with the 
quotas not yet specified, but higher than 
current numbers imply. And that, I submit, 
is no way to run an accrediting agency. Or a 
college . • 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

THE SECRETARY 

April 11, 1991 

MEMORANDUM 

'lb: The Natlon&l Adv1sary CommittBe On Aoaredit.&tlon 
And Instltut1onal Eligl.b1l.11\V 

From: L&ma1' Alexander 

I am enclosing a copy of my decision accepting your recommenda
tion that I not grant Middle States Association's recognition petition 
until you have had the opportunity to further review how Middle 
States has applied its "diversity" standards. Until your inquiry is 
completed and I reach a final decision on Middle States' renewal 
petition, Middle States will of course continue to be included on the 
Secretary's published list of recognized accredited agencies. 

I can understand your concern that the Middle States Association 
may have exceeded the appropriate role of a Department-recognized 
regional accrediting agency by deferring the accreditation of Baruch 
College of the City University of New York and the Westminster 
Theological Seminary. Apparently there was no question about the 
quality of education provided in these institutions. Yet Middle States 
allegedly deferred accreditation of Baruch and Westminster because 
those institutions did not conform to the accrediting agency's view of 
an appropriate racial, ethnic or gender balance on the faculty or 
governing board. 

America's strength lies in its variety, especially in the diversity of 
its people. We are a huge patchwork quilt of different backgrounds 
and cultural experiences. Many colleges and universities seek to 
become communities that reflect this American experience, to attract 
individuals of many different backgrounds. Other colleges and 
universities have chosen different missions for themselves. In light of 
the enormous variety among colleges and universities in this 
country, should a regional accrediting agency dictate to institutions 
whether or how they should balance their students, faculty, 
administration and governing boards by race, ethnicity, gender or 
age? Middle States' "diversity" initiative may undermine institu
tional autonomy and academic freedom and could in fact lessen 
variety among the nation's colleges and universities. 

A decision by an accrediting agency to withhold accreditation 
from an educational institution carries serious consequences. A 
negative decision by an accrediting agency not only stigmatizes the 
institution, but may lead to a cutoff offederal student aid and other 
forms offederal financial assistance. Since about one out of every 
two postsecondary students now depends on some form of federal 
aid, this is a powerful sanction to use against an institution. Such an 
extreme step may be necessary when an educational institution fails 
to meet its most basic responsibility to provide a sound education to 
its students. But, because of its serious consequences, a Depart
ment- recognized regional accrediting agency should exercise great 
care before threatening to suspend accreditation on any grounds 
other than academic quality or institutional integrity. 

I look forward to working with you to strengthen and improve 
higher education. I especially hope that we can focus on encouraging 
accrediting agencies to develop stronger standards by which to gauge 
the quality of education provided to postsecondary students. 
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THE SECRETARY'S 
Reprinted below are sections from Secretary of 
Education Lamar Alexander's decision on April 11, 
1991 to review the certification of Middle States. 
The Secretary has asked that section of the Depart
ment that recognizes accrediting agencies to review the 
certification of Middle States at its Fall 1991 
meeting. Towards that end, all who wish to 
comment to the Department 's Advisory Committee on 
Accreditation and Institutional eligibility must do so 
byjuly31 ofthisyear. 

-].A. 

I n order for a postsecondary institution 
and its students to be eligible for many 
types of Federal financial assistance, it 

must be accredited by an accrediting 
agency recognized by the Secretary of 
Education (unless one of the statutory 
alternatives to such accreditation ap
plies). 

About one out of every two postsecondary 
students in this country now receives some 
form of federal financial assistance. For that 
reason, accreditation by a recognized agency 
is for most institutions not simply a matter of 
choosing to affiliate with like-minded institu
tions in a voluntary association; it is a matter 
of necessity. 

I can certainly understand why a 
Mz'ddl~ college or university might try to 

attract students, faculty and employ
ees of very different backgrounds. 
America is a country of people from 

''dz'versz'ty 
mayun 

a variety of backgrounds and experi- z'nstz'tt 
ences. That is part of its unique 
strength. Many colleges and univer
sities seek to become communities 
reflecting the variety that is America. 

autono: 
academic 

Other colleges and universities have chosen 
different missions for themselves. In light of 
the enormous variety among colleges and 
universities in this country, should a regional 
accrediting agency dictate to institutions 
whether or how they should balance their 
students, faculty, administration and govern
ing boards by race, ethnicity, gender, or age? 

I am concerned that CHE's prescription 
and application of diversity standards as part 
of the accreditation process may undermine 
the reliability of accreditation decisions as 
basic indicators of an institution's adequacy 
in providing training and education to the 
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States' 

students. I am also concerned that CHE's 
prescription and application of diversity stan
dards as part of the accreditation process may 
interfere with a postsecondary institution's 
traditional academic freedom and may de
crease real diversity among postsecondary 
educational institutions that define their edu
cational missions differently. 

While as a voluntary private association 
CHE may wish to promote various social 
goals or agendas as it sees fit, the federal 
recognition role is subject to additional con
siderations . As mentioned earlier, the accre
ditation decisions of Department recognized 
accrediting agencies have serious consequenc
es under federal law for institutions and 
students . For that reason, the Department 
must be careful not to sanction coercive 
restrictions on traditional academic inde
pendence through the departmental recogni
tion process. 

CHE and other interested parties should 
have ample opportunity to address my con
cerns about the application of CHE's diversi
ty standards . Moreover, before I reach any 
final decision on CHE's petition, I wish to 
receive the recommendations of the Advisory 

Committee on matters within that 

' initiative 
Committee's expertise . That Com
mittee at its Fall 1990 meeting voted 
to defer making a recommendation 

'ermine 
~ional 

~and 
freedom. 

on CHE's petition because of many 
of those same concerns about CHE's 
diversity standards . Accordingly, I 
am deferring a decision on CHE's 
petition for renewal of recognition 
and remanding this matter to the 

Advisory Committee. 
CHE and other interested parties are 

invited to submit supplemental material ad
dressing all the above issues . 

To allow adequate time for review by the 
Advisory Committee and by the Department, 
CHE and any other interested parties should 
submit any additional written materials on 
CHE's renewal petition to the Accrediting 
Agency Evaluation Branch, Office of Post
secondary Education, by July 31, 1991. 
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What follows . is the Middle States Association's 
own excerpts regarding its diversity requirements 
from its guidelines document Characteristics of 
Excellence, approved in December · J 988. The 
Association underscores thaJ, in applying these 
principles, the institutions themselves are expected 
to ''determine the methods most suitable to their 
unique needs .... " Nonetheless, in releasing this 
summary the Association "reaffirmed the appro
pn'aJeness of procedure and actions with regard to 
Baruch College .. .. " 

-J.A. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCELLENCE: 
In the current · version of Characteristics of Excellence, approved at the 

Middle States Association annual meeting in December 1988, the 
relevant statements on equity and diversity are. these: 

• Eligibility Requirements: 
Among the stated eligibility criteria for membership in the Middle 

States Association are requirements that an institution "have a governing 
board which includes a diverse membership broadly representative of the 
public interest and reflecting the student constituency.'' 

• Institutional Integrity: 
Among the standards for accreditation (the common elements for 

accreditation) is an expectation that institutions will have "humane and 
equitable policies for dealing with students, staff, and faculty" and 
"programs and courses which develop abilities to form independent 
judgment, to weigh values, to understand fundamental theory, and to live 
in a culturally diverse world . . . . ' ' 

• Programs and Curricula: 
In reference to programs and curricula, Characteristics states: "Where 

possible a global perspective should be introduced to emphasize the 
cultural diversity and interrelatedness of the contemporary world." 
Furthermore, "the kinds of courses that ~hould be included in general 
education are those which draw students into important new areas of 
intellectual experience, increase awareness of each individual's own 
cultural heritage as well as that of otfo~rs, and prepare them to make sound 
judgments outside as well as Within their specialized field .'' 

• Services to Students: 
Student services '' . .. should also address with more •·• than mere 

expressions of intent the special needs and concerns of minority students." 
Students should be given ''an environment in which personal integrity, 
social understandi11g, and human sensitivity flourish.'' 

• Admissions 
Regarding admissions, . Characteristics . states: ' 'An important index of an 

institution's caliber is its admissions policy as evidenced .in requirements, 
standards, and procedures, and in the efforts it makes to achieve diversity 
in the student population.'' ·· 

• Faculty 
As regards faculty, Characteristics stresses that .. the . "selection of the 

faculty must avoid parochialism and excessive inbreeding. Steps must also 
be taken to achieve appropriate diversity of.race, ethnicity, gender, and 
age in faculty ranks.'' · 

• Governing Board 
Finally, members of.the governing board "should represent different 

points of view, interests, and experiences as well as diversityin age, race, 
ethnicity, and gender." · 
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Accrediting bodies 
stand at the 
boundary between 
higher education 
and the public. 
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Stephen S. Weiner 

Accrediting Bodies Must Require A Comnitment To Diversity 

A merican colleges and universities are 
undergoing massive changes in the 
racial and ethnic composition of 

their student bodies. What is the relation 
between those changes and issues of educa
tional quality? What role should accrediting 
agencies play in shaping campus actions 
concerning diversity and quality? 

In 1988, after extensive discussion among 
our 152 accredited and candidate institutions, 
the Accrediting Commission for Senior Col
leges and Universities of the Western Associ
ation of Schools and Colleges decided that 
every accredited institution, as part of its 
commitment to educational quality , should 
be expected to make continuing progress 
toward becoming a multiracial, multicultural 
institution. The Accrediting Commission for 
Community and Junior Colleges in our 
region and the Middle States Association of 
Colleges and Schools have taken similar 
stands . 

Our commission recognizes that today's 
college students will come to maturity as 
parents, workers, voters, and professionals in 
a world that has no majority . Colleges and 
universities must keep that world very much 
in mind as they shape the educational 
experiences they offer. As the Association of 
American Colleges declared in its 1985 report 
"Integrity in the College Curriculum": 

"All study is intended to break down the 
narrow certainties and provincial vision with 
which we are born. In a sense, we are all 
from the provinces, including New Yorkers 
and Bostonians, whose view of the world can 
be as circumscribed as that of native Alaskans 
who have never left their village ... . At this 
point in history colleges are not being asked 
to produce village squires but citizens of a 
shrinking world and a changing America.'' 

Diversity is already a fact of life both in our 
region and on our campuses. The proportion 
of Caucasians in California's population is 
predicted to drop below 50% within the next 
15 years. In 1988, white, non-Hispanic 
students accounted for 65% of the state ' s 
college enrollment, compared with close to 
80% for the nation as a whole. In Hawaii, 
white, non-Hispanic students make up 30% 
of campus enrollments. While changes in the 
composition of the population have affected 
our region earlier than most others, there is a 
steady shift to a more diverse population 
throughout the United States. Thus, the issue 

This essay by Stephen S. Weiner, Executive Director 
of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, 
appeared in the October 10, 1990 issue of the 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
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now is less whether racial and ethnic diversity 
is coming than it is how to harness that 
diversity to the cause of educational improve
ment. 

The commission's expectations regarding 
diversity affect virtually every aspect of 
campus life, and, therefore, each of our 
accrediting standards. For example, the com
mission's standard on institutional integrity 
now includes this statement: "The institu
tion demonstrates its commitment to the 
increasingly significant educational role 
played by diversity of ethnic, social , and 
economic backgrounds among its members 
by making positive efforts to foster such 
diversity.'' This standard requires institu
tions to have equal-opportunity and affirma
tive action policies . 

"Appreciation of cultural diversity" has 
been added to the commission's expectations 
concerning the outcomes of undergraduate 
education, along with competence in written ' 
and oral communication, quantitative skills, 
and the habit of critical analysis of data and 
argument . With respect to the learning 
environment, the commission expects that 
each institution will have "an academic 
community that significantly involves its 
various populations. '' 

First, we ask both institutions and our 
teams not to define the challenge of diversity
or its attainment-solely in terms of numbers 
of minority group students or faculty, staff, 
or governing-board members. Contrary to 
the fear expressed by some, we are not 
pressing for the adoption of quotas . Having 
members of minority groups in each constitu
ency of an institution, especially in leadership 
positions, is essential and a prerequisite for 
meaningful dialogue about diversity. But our 
concerns go well beyond such counting 
exercises to the culture of the campus, the 
value placed upon diversity, in different 
aspects of campus life, and the ability of the 
campus to bridge the contrasting perceptions 
of reality held by members of different ethnic 
and racial groups . Interviews, focus-group 
discussions, and the analysis of institutional 
data (such as student-retention rates) often 
reveal a gulf in perception. Whites perceive 
minority group members as being treated 
well, while people of color often recount 
experiences that convince them that they are 
still "outsiders" and that their status on 
campus is both marginal and vulnerable . The 
first step toward addressing the tensions that 
arise from such diametrically opposed views 
is to know that they exist. 

Second, we look for presidential and facul
ty leadership in affirming that "diversity" 
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does not mean a narrow effort to benefit only 
members of minority groups, but a commit
ment of talent and resources to widen every
one's intellectual grasp and personal under
standing. Diversity is not a "problem" to be 
solved so that colleges and universities can get 
on with "real business ." A permanent part of 
the "real business" of higher education is 
examining how diversity and educational 
quality should be pursued both inside and 
outside the classroom. Presidents and faculty 
leaders need to attend to the requisites of 
affirmative action in employment and admis
sions policies, support candid assessment of 
the existing campus climate concerning diver
sity, and take the lead in articulating a 
vision of how a diverse and educationally 
challenging campus community can develop . 

Third, campuses should have written plans 
on how to achieve diversity that have been 
subjected to broad and searching discussion. 
The plans should address curricula, recruit
ing and retention strategies for students and 
faculty and staff members, student-life pro
grams, and academic support for students. 
The plans should have goals and some way of 
assessing whether the goals are being 
achieved . We have found that writing such 
plans forces disciplined thought and commit
ment. The purpose of the plans is not for 
campus leaders to become caught in the 
slavish grip of a document, but rather to 
prompt them to come back to these issues on 
a continuing basis . 

Finally, we expect each of our visiting 
teams to address diversity issues in their 
report evaluating the institution. Our teams' 
reports do not impose solutions on a campus. 
Rather , in a collegial spirit, they analyze the 
institution's self-study; ask questions; report 
perceptions, problems and opportunities that 
become evident during the visits; and praise 
worthwhile efforts that are under way. 

After conducting 50 comprehensive visits 
under the new standards, we have learned 
this most important lesson: that to achieve an 
academic community that embraces diversi
ty, we first have to learn how to talk about it. 
Issues involving race and ethnicity have 
emotional and political overtones, and many 
people feel uncomfortable discussing their 
perceptions, feelings , and aspirations. 

Two steps seem to help in getting the 
discussion started. The first is to remind 
ourselves that "diversity" should not be a 
code word for granting preferences to one 
group over another. Rather, we are seeking 
to build a campus community where all 
people, regardless of professional role, ethnic
ity, or gender, will be respected, will have 
the maximum possible opportunity for pro
fessional development, and will be produc
tive . In particular, we are seeking to create 
campus cultures where individuals and 
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groups are deeply committed to teaching one 
another and learning from one another. 
When people begin to understand that diver
sity is about bringing people together, rather 
than driving them apart, they become far 
more willing to contribute their thoughts and 
their energy . 

Second, even after assurances that the goal 
of diversity is community building, people 
need to be given "protected space" in which 
to talk. By that I mean the guarantee that 
people may speak freely and candidly, in a 
diverse group, without fear that they will be 
punished or ostracized for expressing contro
versial opinions. At times, discussions about 
diversity are emotional. But the discussion 
must go beyond emotion. We have to be 
willing to think hard and anew and to explore 
uncomfortable questions . 

Conflict and disagreement often accompa
ny progress on diversity . The campus where 
students are demonstrating in the president's 
office may be just the one that has most 
seriously and thoughtfully engaged the issues. 
And, it is also true that there are times when 
an ugly racial incident galvanizes a campus to 
take constructive steps that are long overdue. 

With only rare exceptions, college leaders 
in our region agree that diversity and educa
tional quality are intertwined and, therefore, 
both are the proper concern of the regional 
accrediting commission. But we also find that 
institutions fall along a wide spectrum in their 
initial capaciy to respond to the commission's 
expectations. 

Campuses are changing and so is the 
nature of accreditation . Accrediting bodies 
stand at the boundary between higher educa
tion and the public . We seek to inform the 
public about proper standards of higher 
education and to affirm that certain institu
tions meet those standards . In turn, we must 
also serve as a medium to insure that public 
concerns are reflected in the dialogue about 
quality in higher education. 

Accreditation should be about more than 
the setting of minimum standards. Our role, 
which must be carried out with great care and 
deliberation, is also to challenge even the best 
colleges and universities to rethink their 
contribution to society as a whole. As 
accrediting bodies play that role we do not, 
and will not, please everyone. But as we ask 
tougher and better questions about the mean
ing of quality, we join the campuses in taking 
risks that are well worth taking.• 
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Wzlliam R. Beer 

Accreditation By Quota: 
The Case Of Baruch College 
O n April 5, 1990, the New York 

Times reported that Dr. Joel Se
gall, president of Baruch College of 

the City University of New York, was 
resigning from his job, following a critical 
review by the Middle States Association of 
Schools and Colleges. There was no allega
tion that Baruch was anything less than an 
excellent college. In fact, it is widely regarded 
as one of the four top business colleges in the 
country and trains almost one out of every 
three of the certified public accountants 
working in New York. Rather, the complaint 
was that there were not enough "minorities" 
in the faculty and administration and that not 
enough "minorities" graduated. Disturbing 
though this is, even more unsettling is the fact 
that the criticism was concocted by the central 
offices of the accrediting agency, acting 
independently of its own guidelines and 
evaluation team. 

T he attack on Segall and the Baruch 
faculty represents an ominous direction taken 
by accredita tion . For the first time, an 
accrediting agency is criticizing the ethnic 
composition of a college's graduating class, as 
well as making specific complaints about the 
racial m akeup of its faculty and staff. Accord
ing to a source on the Department of 
Education's National Advisory Committee 
on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility, 
such a step is entirely unprecedented. No 
other accrediting agency has ever undertaken 
an aggressive role in attempting to impose 
racial quotas on faculty, administrators, and 
graduates. 

In itself, the attempt to control the ethnici
ty of university personnel is nothing new. In 
the last twenty years, the concept of affirm a
tive action has evolved into a quota system in 
which white males are routinely excluded, as 
John Bunzel has documented in a recent 
article in the American Scholar. Although 
deeply threatening to the integrity of the 
university because they undermine the con
cept of professional peer review, quotas 
imposed on personnel committees have been 
a long time aborning, and it does not appear 
that they will be easily abolished. Until 
recently, however, the federal government 
was the principal agency in this coercion . 
Now, it appears, the effort has shifted from 

This ~say by William R. Beer, prof~sor of 
Sociowgy at Brooklyn College, is excerpt,ed from the 
Fall 1990 issue of At:o.tkmic Qµestions, published 
by the National Association of Scholars . 
© 1991, Transaction Publishers. 
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government to private agencies such as 
Middle States, accompanied by the notion 
that henceforth a college may have its 
accreditation withheld if it does not graduate 
the right percentage of certain ethnic groups. 

A Racial Graduation Quota? 
When asked if a college could be found 

delinquent for failing to graduate sufficient 
numbers of " minority" students, Dr. How
ard L. Simmons, executive director of the 
Middle States Association, agreed that 
Middle States does use an "outcomes-based 
approach'' for granting or withholding its 
approval. H e denied that Middle States has 
any " hard and fast rules" regarding minority 
retention rates, indicating there is " never a 
single standard" in assessing a school's per
formance in this regard. 

Simmons has cla imed that his approach 
comes from Characl£ristics of Excellence in Higher 
Education: Standards for Accreditation, the hand
book used by Middle States. In fact, 
there is no statement whatsoever in that 
m anual concerning minority retention rates. 
When this was pointed out, Simmons 
changed his mind and said that accreditation 
is granted or withheld on a case-by-case basis. 
" I know that sounds hard to understand," he 
admitted, "but that's how they do it. The 
team decides differently for each school. '' 
There are "so many factors involved " that 
there can be " no quantitative standards" for 
evaluating a college. So much for the objec
tive criteria of accreditation . 

The use of an unstated but de facto racial 
graduation quota puts university administrat
ors in a vulnerable position, since there is no 
way to tell whether Middle States will charge 
them with not having satisfied the goal of 
graduating sufficient numbers of designated 
minority groups. The lack of precision per
mits Middle States to deny that they are 
seeking any exact outcome, thereby avoiding 
legal action. At the same time, when it suits 
them they can use the " outcomes-based 
approach" as a potential threat to colleges 
seeking accreditation. Knowing that they will 
be held to an inexact but real racial gradua
tion quota, residents and deans will be 
inclined to design programs to increase 
graduation prospects for protected groups. 

Middle States can thus obtain the desired 
outcome without ever having to invoke the 
threat explicitly, and all the while remain 
protected from public scrutiny. Simmons 
admits having adopted the same tactic with 
many other institutions, but because of the 
secrecy involved in the accredita tion process, 
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he has not had to be held publicly accounta
ble . 

The other criticism leveled against Baruch 
is that it does not employ enough "minori
ties. '' In reality, this argument is absurd 
since many Baruch professors are Jewish and 
non-white Asians . But in education-speak, 
such individuals are not defined as "minori
ties. '' Middle States is actually arguing that 
Baruch's faculty has too many non-Hispanic 
whites and not enough blacks for a student 
body that includes many blacks and Hispa
nics . Thus, the broader question at issue is 
whether or not white instructors can ade
quately teach "minority" students. The "di
versity" of a student body, according to 
Middle States, must be matched by a corre
sponding "diversity " of faculty and admini
strators. This belief is so widespread amongst 
academic administrative cognoscenti that few 
quest ion it. When the logic of such a concept 
is challeneged , the usual response is that a 
white professor cannot be as good a "role 
model" for a black student as a black 
professor. 

While one may suggest that professors can 
serve as inspirational mentors to college 
students, no evidence exists that such individ
uals must be of the same sex, race, or cultural 
background. The idea of "role model," in 
short, is fraudulently applied in the field of 
higher education . 

Indeed, if such a concept did make sense, it 
would have exactly the opposite results of 
what Middle States ostensibly desires . It 
would mean not only that black students 
should be counseled to take courses only from 
black professors. If black students need black 
professors as role models to spur them to 
greater levels of achievement, white students 
require and deserve the same kind of encour
agement. Taken to its logical conclusion, the 
"role model" argument is actually a strong 
justification for racial segregation in higher 
education. If black students respond best to 
black professors, they ought to maximize 
their chances by enrolling at all-black colleges. 
The same would apply, mutatis mutandis, to 
white students. 

In the classic accreditation process, institu
tions are evaluated on the basis of the 
stringency or laxity of their educational 
standards. In the past, if a college was found 
to be too lax, accreditation was withheld, or 
perhaps conditionally granted pending cor
rection of certain deficiencies. But now, for 
the first time, a college's accreditation has 
been "deferred," not because its standards 
are too low, but because they are too high. 
An institution of higher learning is being 
directed to arrange its faculty , administra
tion, and curriculum so that a de facto racial 
graduation quota can be filled . Aside from 
some serious issues of law, this initiative 
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represents the latest step in the abolition of 
institutional autonomy and faculty control 
over the hiring process. 

It is no coincidence that this new and 
arbitrary direction has been taken by a 
private accrediting agency. In 1989 the 
Supreme Court issued a series of decisions 
that seriously undermined the ability of 
government to require institutions to use 
racial and sexual quotas in hiring and 
promotions. Though this was a serious set
back for those who would like to see a 
political system governed by racial and sexual 
entitlement, they have evidently regrouped. 

For example, under the sponsorship of 
Senators Kennedy and Hawkins, the Civil 
Rights bill of 1990 currently being argued in 
Congress would reimpose on employers the 
burden of proving that they did not discrim
inate against minorities in hiring. Since it is 
virtually impossible to prove that something 
has not occured, the result will be that 
employers (including colleges and universit
ies) will be obliged to adopt quotas in hiring 
in order to forestall potential lawsuits. This is 
particularly likely because the same legisla
tion will require employers to pay the cost of 
employees' litigation, thus encouraging plain
tiffs to make complaints of discrimination free 
of charge 

On the level of academic rhetoric, the tactic 
has been to substitute "diversity" for the 
now-tainted "affirmative action," since it is 
widely recognized that the latter has pro
duced discriminatory preferential hiring. Sur
veys show that most blacks, as well as most 
whites, are opposed to preferential treatment 
for blacks. Using "diversity" sounds better 
because the term is vague and it is hard to say 
one is against it. But the Baruch case shows 
what " diversity" truly means; it is simply old 
wine in new bottles. 

That there is no logical or empirical 
justification for racial quotas in hiring or 
graduation should not need saying. But 
Simmons and his allies are not governed by 
logic or facts; they are driven by a sense of 
moral righteousness that is impervious to any 
argument. Rather than conforming to consis
tent and objective standards of excellence, 
Simmons makes up the rules as he goes 
along. Rather than appealing to the intellect, 
Simmons tugs at people ' s basest emotions in 
order to impose his political agenda on higher 
education.• 
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•Founded: 
Established in 1696 in Annapolis, Maryland, as King William's School and chartered in 1784 as St. 
John's College. Great Books Program adopted 1937. Second campus in Santa Fe opened in 1964. 
• Curriculum: 
An integrated, four-year, non-elective arts and science program based on reading and discussing, m 
loosely chronolpgical order , the Great Books of Western C ivilization. 
• Approach: . 
Tutorials, laboratories, and seminars requiring intense participation replace more traditional lectures. 
Classes are very small. Student/faculty ratio is 8: I. St. J ohn's is independent and non-sectarian . 
• Degree Granted: 
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts. 
• Student Body: 
Enrollment is limited to about 400 students on each campus. C urrent freshman class made up of 55 % 
men and 45% women, from 30 states and several foreign countries. Fifty-seven percent receive 
financial aid. Students may transfer between the Santa Fe and Annapolis campuses. 
• Alumni Careers: 
Education-21 % , business- 20% , law-10% , visual and performing arts-9% , medicine- 7% , 
science and engineering- 7 % , computer science- 6 % , writing and publishing-5 % . 
• Graduate Institute: 
The Graduate Institute in Liberal Education is an interdisciplinary Master 's degree program based on 
the same principles as the undergraduate program . Oflered on both campuses year-round~ 


